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effect  it Ube UN, 
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the world from getting into a 
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dis-
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U.N. TROOPS FIRE 
AT CYPRIOTS IN NICOSIA 
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fraternity.  party March 
NICOSIA, Cyprus (UPI) 
United
 Nations peace troops shot 
hack  I 
pennant in 
192d.  
The  Cards weir
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at Cy-miot forces 
yesterday when general firing
 swept across Nicosia 1 
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presidential
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whitehaired
 lady
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he may have to wait to 
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Goldwater took Illinois' 





Maine's  Sen. Margaret Chase Smith 
in an election alien, 
all-out Goldwater 
backer  William .1 Scott 
was  drubbed by Chicago 
industrialist 
Charles
 II. Percy in 
bitter battle for the enhernotnrial 
nominat ion. 
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AT MAO TEE-TUNG 
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 are, Sal 
& 
Luigi's
 will prepare enough delicious 
Italian food 
to keep your 
guests
 happy all night.
 Give us 
a call and we'll
 have it ready for you by 
the time you're 
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bol in the Orient. 
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poverty of our 
value. 
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